
In this bold new collection, Natalee Caple forges a way forward 
in dark times. Grappling with #MeToo, climate change and 
political unrest, Caple gives us poems to help us re-envision 
our society and recreate our relationships with all who share 
this earth with us, human and non-human alike.
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For Noelle Allen, potent mind-haver, and Priscila Uppal, beloved.



Living-with and dying-with each other potently in the Chthulucene
can be a fierce reply to the dictates of both Anthropos and Capital. 

— Donna Haraway, Staying with the Trouble

Think of it this way. If a tree grew in your yard & the fruit of that
tree had a balm to heal wounds. Would you hoard it or share it?
#metoo

— Tarana Burke, Twitter, October 19, 2017
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I TRY NOT TO THINK TOO MUCH

You are your mind
you know your mind
no two know the same mind
each of us knows one mind
in our minds we know what we mean by mind
I say, hey you, Mind-haver!
do flowers have minds? 
mind is that which matters
not mind over matter
speak to my dog’s mind!
things in the garbage have no mind
they do not mind
we might endow mind
but we cannot transfer mind
your house does not know your mind
God is a kind of mind
but morals hurt minds
though morals may only be minds
when I say, do you mind?
I mean, I mind something unkind
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But what if we all
were women crossing time on 
paper no exits
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WORLDING

First came the dissolution of religious houses and the libraries bereft
began to wander sometimes books passed along touch again on a
shelf sense of recognition like a match lit in the wilderness
hopestruck humans are hard to see through smoke under low roofs
what did I do? says the book except ignore time before Cromwell
castles rags oil fire thrown arcing into the library legends curl and
shatter your legends you stupid Joneses this fragment: war on slaves
consider what could have caused them to go? assemble a draft from
floating ash words want to be read however foolish human cities
burn a Tiresian energy rises from the spark that strikes free thought

Little blue light
a synapse

You could never keep the world illiterate the word was the end
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SONG FOR MOLLY

In the morning you lean on my shoulder
I leave before you see me go but I love you

I leave for the forest it will be a long time of missing you
before I reach the mountain build a little house

I will have nothing and know nothing of where your body lies
chopping wood I’ll cut my hand and

in the night I’ll sleep as if you might arrive these little
promises are all my wealth

I am not a man to rescue you
come to the woods anyway and be my bride
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ALL NATURe IS FOReIGN

even the king’s perineum
fought for in the town centre
flanks and rear
facing angry hazelnut trees
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STAGeS 

sea gooseberries and comb jellies are

small and colonial intersections

borders

between

intimacy and repulsion

assemblage of encounters

swimming by 
grasping with long tentacles

phylum with no fossil record

eighty years spent resisting

oceanic poetics marooned

wanting wanting

ways of being under water under

wanting

acts of flight

into confederation

smaller organisms than we

refuse to see

any body battered
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We are for draining the sun
For extinguishing light 
For craning for pleasure
For looking directly into release
For coming
For tugging robins through exits
For the now-world
For sci-fi films and Paradise
For shopping with magic animals
For painting embarrassing objects red
For children in general and those in the wheat field
For liberating the cuckoo from the clock
For hooks but not in eyes
For gallows in public squares
For splitting the atom apple
For living in madness
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We CAMP ABOve THe SeA

Blue churn of the ocean
when the breakers choked her
in seawater green water
skin was water
sweetwater mouth
of scars and ocean
know what’s in deeper water
in sunstruck water
out of the Red Sea
in the pool at night
opens the deep ravine
certain rivers
at the edge of the pungent sage
raw-silver lake
river that divides two nations
and at the river laughing women
rise black out of the water
in a green deluge to the sea
from heaven not water 
waterfalls spilling 
a mouth wet with bitter water
drowned by soldiers in the lake
flood of blood in seams
song of steady rain
skiff on a reef
dirty stream where you 
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never enter the water
never swim in the sea
all the untouchable water

Blue churn of the sea
when the breakers choked her

all the untouchable water
never swim in the water
never enter the water
dirty stream where you
skiff on a reef
song of steady rain
flood of blood in seams
drowned by soldiers in the lake
a mouth wet with bitter water
waterfalls spilling
from heaven not water
in a green deluge to the sea
rise black out of the water
and at the river laughing women
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